Liferay 61 Administration Guide
Getting the books Liferay 61 Administration Guide now is not type of inspiring means. You could
not unaccompanied going subsequently ebook hoard or library or borrowing from your friends to
admission them. This is an certainly simple means to speciﬁcally acquire lead by on-line. This online
declaration Liferay 61 Administration Guide can be one of the options to accompany you similar to
having further time.
It will not waste your time. assume me, the e-book will unquestionably ventilate you extra event to
read. Just invest tiny times to entrance this on-line revelation Liferay 61 Administration Guide as
capably as review them wherever you are now.

The Society of the Spectacle Guy Debord
2021-04-10 The Society of the Spectacle is a
work of philosophy by Guy Debord. In it the
author expands on the concept of the Spectacle,
coupled with presentations of Marxist critical
theory.
liferay-61-administration-guide

Building Digital Experience Platforms
Shailesh Kumar Shivakumar 2019-01-31 Use
digital experience platforms (DXP) to improve
your development productivity and release
timelines. Leverage the pre-integrated feature
sets of DXPs in your organization's digital
transformation journey to quickly develop a
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personalized, secure, and robust enterprise
platform. In this book the authors examine
various features of DXPs and provide rich insights
into building each layer in a digital platform.
Proven best practices are presented with
examples for designing and building layers. A
special focus is provided on security and quality
attributes needed for business-critical enterprise
applications. The authors cover modern and
emerging digital trends such as Blockchain, IoT,
containers, chatbots, artiﬁcial intelligence, and
more. The book is divided into ﬁve parts related
to requirements/design, development, security,
infrastructure, and case study. The authors
employ proven real-world methods, best
practices, and security and integration
techniques derived from their rich experience. An
elaborate digital transformation case study for a
banking application is included. What You'll Learn
Develop a digital experience platform from end
to endUnderstand best practices and proven
methods for designing overall architecture, user
liferay-61-administration-guide

interface and integration components, security,
and infrastructureStudy real-world cases,
including an elaborate digital transformation
building an enterprise platform for a banking
applicationKnow the open source tools and
technology frameworks that can be used to build
DXPs Who This Book Is For Web developers, full
stack developers, digital enthusiasts, digital
project managers, and architects
Everyone Eats E. N. Anderson 2014-02-07
Everyone eats, but rarely do we investigate why
we eat what we eat. Why do we love spices,
sweets, coﬀee? How did rice become such a
staple food throughout so much of eastern Asia?
Everyone Eats examines the social and cultural
reasons for our food choices and provides an
explanation of the nutritional reasons for why
humans eat what they do, resulting in a unique
cultural and biological approach to the topic. E.
N. Anderson explains the economics of food in
the globalization era; food’s relationship to
religion, medicine, and ethnicity; and oﬀers
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suggestions on how to end hunger, starvation,
and malnutrition. This thoroughly updated
Second Edition incorporates the latest food
scholarship, most notably recognizing the impact
of sustainable eating advocacy and the state of
food security in the world today. Anderson also
brings more insight than ever before into the
historical and scientiﬁc underpinnings of our food
customs, ﬂeshing this out with ﬁfteen new and
original photographs from his own extensive
ﬁeldwork. A perennial classic in the anthropology
of food, Everyone Eats feeds our need to
understand human ecology by explaining the
ways that cultures and political systems structure
the edible environment.
Managing Complexity of Information
Systems Pirmin P. Lemberger 2013-01-09 This
book is about complexity in Information Systems
(IS). The subject is addressed from both
conceptual and applied perspectives. Concepts
are drawn from information theory, industrial
design and software engineering. Its content
liferay-61-administration-guide

capitalizes on experiences gathered by the
authors during various contracting jobs involving
software architecture, modeling and IS
architecture that were conducted for large
organizations in the banking and industry
sectors, as well as in the public sector. The
authors develop the point of view according to
which mastering complexity involves two
essential steps: ﬁrst, one should develop a clear
understanding of the real nature of complexity
within the IS; second, one should identify the
primary causes which contribute to its
uncontrolled growth and organize these into a
logical framework, in order to deﬁne eﬃcient
countermeasures. Both technical and
psychological causes of complexity are to be
considered. Two themes make up the main
thread of the book: complexity and value. Both
themes are quite common when considered
separately, but their interplay remains a largely
unexplored topic. The analysis of this interplay is
one of the sources of originality of this book.
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Wait No More Benjamin Roseth 2018-06-06 This
book is about the smallest unit of public policy:
the government transaction. Government
transactionsrequesting a birth certiﬁcate,
registering a property, or opening a business, for
exampleare the way that citizens and
companies connect with the government.
Eﬃcient transactions enhance the business
climate, citizen perception of government, and
access to crucial public programs and services. In
Latin America and the Caribbean, however,
government transactions are often headaches.
Public institutions rarely coordinate with each
other, still rely on paper, and are more concerned
about fulﬁlling bureaucratic requirements than
meeting citizens needs. Wait No More
empirically conﬁrms a reality known anecdotally
but previously unquantiﬁed and oﬀers a path to
escape the bureaucratic maze.
Java 9 Dependency Injection Nilang Patel
2018-04-26 Create clean code with Dependency
Injection principles Key Features Use DI to make
liferay-61-administration-guide

your code loosely coupled to manage and test
your applications easily on Spring 5 and Google
Guice Learn the best practices and
methodologies to implement DI Write more
maintainable Java code by decoupling your
objects from their implementations Book
Description Dependency Injection (DI) is a design
pattern that allows us to remove the hard-coded
dependencies and make our application loosely
coupled, extendable, and maintainable. We can
implement DI to move the dependency resolution
from compile-time to runtime. This book will be
your one stop guide to write loosely coupled code
using the latest features of Java 9 with
frameworks such as Spring 5 and Google Guice.
We begin by explaining what DI is and teaching
you about IoC containers. Then you’ll learn about
object compositions and their role in DI. You’ll
ﬁnd out how to build a modular application and
learn how to use DI to focus your eﬀorts on the
business logic unique to your application and let
the framework handle the infrastructure work to
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put it all together. Moving on, you’ll gain
knowledge of Java 9’s new features and modular
framework and how DI works in Java 9. Next,
we’ll explore Spring and Guice, the popular
frameworks for DI. You’ll see how to deﬁne
injection keys and conﬁgure them at the
framework-speciﬁc level. After that, you’ll ﬁnd
out about the diﬀerent types of scopes available
in both popular frameworks. You’ll see how to
manage dependency of cross-cutting concerns
while writing applications through aspectoriented programming. Towards the end, you’ll
learn to integrate any third-party library in your
DI-enabled application and explore common
pitfalls and recommendations to build a solid
application with the help of best practices,
patterns, and anti-patterns in DI. What you will
learn Understand the beneﬁts of DI and fo from a
tightly coupled design to a cleaner design
organized around dependencies See Java 9’s new
features and modular framework Set up Guice
and Spring in an application so that it can be
liferay-61-administration-guide

used for DI Write integration tests for DI
applications Use scopes to handle complex
application scenarios Integrate any third-party
library in your DI-enabled application Implement
Aspect-Oriented Programming to handle common
cross-cutting concerns such as logging,
authentication, and transactions Understand IoC
patterns and anti-patterns in DI Who this book is
for This book is for Java developers who would
like to implement DI in their application. Prior
knowledge of the Spring and Guice frameworks
and Java programming is assumed.
Alfresco for Administrators Vandana Pal
2016-04-29 A fast-paced administrator's guide to
Alfresco from the administration, managing, and
high-level design perspectives About This Book
Understand system capabilities in order to make
informed and appropriate decisions about its
administration Manage users, groups, email, ﬁle
systems, and transformer availability using
Alfresco Use Alfresco to capture and eﬃciently
manage information about repositories, servers,
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and statistics Who This Book Is For The target
audience would be users with a basic knowledge
of Content Management System, and also users
who want to understand Alfresco from the
administration and high-level design
perspectives. What You Will Learn Understand
Alfresco's architecture and important building
blocks Learn to install Alfresco on various
application servers such as Tomcat , JBoss, and
WebLogic. Become familiar with various
conﬁgurations in Alfresco such as databases,
ﬁlesystems, email, and audits Administrate
Alfresco using the Explorer Admin Console, Share
Admin Console, and Workﬂow Admin Console
Understand how to integrate LDAP and Active
Directory with Alfresco for centralized user
management Learn how Alfresco environments
can be clustered for high availability Fully
understand how Alfresco stores content and
easily retrieve any information from Alfresco
Monitor and manage Alfresco systems in
production In Detail Alfresco is an open source
liferay-61-administration-guide

Enterprise Content Management (ECM) system
for Windows and Linux-like operating systems.
The year-on-year growth of business connections,
contacts, and communications is expanding
enterprise boundaries more than ever before.
Alfresco enables organizations to collaborate
more eﬀectively, improve business process
eﬃciency, and ensure information governance.
The basic purpose of Alfresco is to help users to
capture and manage information in a better way.
It helps you capture, organize, and share binary
ﬁles. This book will cover the basic building
blocks of an Alfresco system, how the
components ﬁt together, and the information
required to build a system architecture. This book
will also focus on security aspects of Alfresco.
such as authentication, troubleshooting,
managing permissions, and so on. It will also
focus on managing content and storage, indexing
and searches, setting up clustering for high
availability, and so forth. Style and approach A
step-by-step guide to understanding the Alfresco
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system and making informed and appropriate
decisions about administration.
Responsive Open Learning Environments Sylvana
Kroop 2015-01-07 This book presents the
outcomes of four years of educational research in
the EU-supported project called ROLE
(Responsive Online Learning Environments).
ROLE technology is centered around the concept
of self-regulated learning that creates
responsible learners, who are capable of critical
thinking and able to plan their own learning
processes. ROLE allows learners to independently
search for appropriate learning resources and
then reﬂect on their own learning process and
progress. To accomplish this, ROLE ́s main
objective is to support the development of open
personal learning environments (PLE's). ROLE
provides a framework consisting of “enabler
spaces” on the one hand and tools, content, and
services on the other. Utilizing this framework,
learners are invited to create their own controlled
and preferred learning environments to trigger
liferay-61-administration-guide

and motivate self-regulated learning. Authors of
this book are researchers, developers and
teachers who have worked in the ROLE project
and belong to the ROLE partner consortium
consisting of 16 internationally renowned
research institutions, including those from 6 EU
countries and China. Chapters include numerous
practical tutorials to guide the reader in creating
innovative and useful learning widgets and
present the best practices for the development of
PLE's.
Liferay Portal 5.2 Systems Development
Jonas X. Yuan 2009
Liferay Portal Performance Best Practices Samir
Bhatt 2013-06-10 A step-by-step tutorial on
implementing Liferay- based portals to learn
performance best practices.The book is good for
Liferay portal developers and architects who
want to learn performance best practices for
implementing Liferay- based solutions. It is
assumed that you have a working knowledge of
the Liferay portal.
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Books in Print 1986
Modernizing Enterprise CMS Using Pimcore
Daniele Fontani 2021-08-13 A practical guide to
developing, administering, and scaling content
management solutions in your organization for
supporting digital transformation using Pimcore
Key Features Kick-start your CMS career by
preparing for Pimcore developer certiﬁcations
Create custom websites with a rich digital
experience for your business users with the help
of step-by-step examples Get to grips with
Pimcore's enterprise features for product
management and data management Book
Description Used by over eighty thousand
companies worldwide, Pimcore is the leading
open source enterprise-level content
management system (CMS) solution. It is an
impressive alternative to conventional CMSes
and is ideal for creating e-commerce and
complex enterprise websites. This book helps
developers working with standard CMSes such as
WordPress and Drupal to use their knowledge of
liferay-61-administration-guide

CMSes to learn Pimcore CMS in a practical way.
You'll start by learning what Pimcore is and
explore its various services such as PIM, MDM,
and DAM. The book then shows you various
techniques for developing custom websites in
Pimcore based on the scale of your organization.
You'll learn how to use Pimcore to improve the
digital transformation of a company by
implementing enterprise Pimcore features. As
you advance, you'll discover Pimcore's
capabilities and features that make it a faster
and more secure alternative to traditional CMSes.
As well as demonstrating practical use cases,
Modernizing Enterprise CMS Using Pimcore can
help you understand the beneﬁts of using
Pimcore as a CMS solution, sharing best practices
and proven techniques for designing professional
Pimcore sites. By the end of this book, you'll be a
trained Pimcore developer, able to create
complex websites, and be well-versed in
Pimcore's enterprise features such as MDM, PIM,
and DAM. What you will learn Create, edit, and
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manage Pimcore documents for your web pages
Manage web assets in Pimcore using the digital
asset management (DAM) feature Discover how
to create layouts, templates, and custom widgets
for your web pages Administer third-party addons for your Pimcore site using the admin UI
Discover practices to use Pimcore as a product
information management (PIM) system Explore
Pimcore's master data management (MDM) for
enterprise CMS development Build reusable
website components and save time using
eﬀective tips and tricks Who this book is for This
book is for web developers and CMS
professionals looking for an alternative to
WordPress and traditional CMS. Enterprise
application developers looking for enterprise
solutions for digital transformation will ﬁnd this
book useful. Beginner-level knowledge of PHP,
HTML, and CSS is needed to understand the code
examples used in the book.
Liferay in Action Rich Sezov 2011-09-19
Summary Liferay in Action is a comprehensive
liferay-61-administration-guide

and authoritative guide to building portals on the
Liferay 6 platform. Fully supported and
authorized by Liferay, this book guides you
smoothly from your ﬁrst exposure to Liferay
through the crucial day-to-day tasks of building
and maintaining an enterprise portal that works
well within your existing IT infrastructure. About
the Technology A portal is a website built around
a collection of components that request, display,
and share information. Liferay Portal 6, an
enterprise-ready development platform, makes it
a snap to build portals that integrate with your
existing backend systems and provide a rich
interactive user experience. Because Liferay uses
standard Java and JavaScript, along with built-in
SOAP and JSON support for web services,
developers can be productive immediately. And
since it's available in both a free, open source
version as well as a fully-supported commercial
edition, it's an aﬀordable solution for almost any
business or organization About the Book Liferay
in Action is the oﬃcial guide to building Liferay
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portal applications using Java and JavaScript. If
you've never used Liferay before, don't worry.
This book starts with the basics: setting up your
development environment and creating a
working portal. Then, it builds on that foundation
to help you discover social features, tagging,
ratings, and more. You'll also explore the Portlet
2.0 API, and learn to create custom themes and
reusable templates. Experienced developers will
learn how to use new Liferay APIs to build social
and collaborative sites, use the message bus and
workﬂow, implement indexing and search, and
more. This book was developed in close
collaboration with Liferay engineers, so it
answers the right questions, and answers them in
depth. No experience with Liferay or the Portlets
API is required, but basic knowledge of Java and
web technology is assumed. Purchase of the print
book comes with an oﬀer of a free PDF, ePub,
and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is
all code from the book. What's Inside Complete
coverage of Liferay Portal 6 Covers both the
liferay-61-administration-guide

commercial and open source versions Custom
portlet development using the Portlet 2.0 spec
Liferay's social network API Add functionality with
hooks and Ext plugins
=============================
========= Table of Contents PART 1
WORKING WITH LIFERAY AND PORTLETS The
Liferay diﬀerence Getting started with the Liferay
development platform PART 2 WRITING
APPLICATIONS ON LIFERAY'S PLATFORM A datadriven portlet made easy MVC the Liferay way
Designing your site with themes and layout
templates Making your site social Enabling user
collaboration PART 3 CUSTOMIZING LIFERAY
Hooks Extending Liferay eﬀectively A tour of
Liferay APIs
MySQL 8 Administrator’s Guide Chintan Mehta
2018-02-15 Step by step guide to monitor,
manage, and secure your database engine Key
Features Your companion to master all the
administration-related tasks in MySQL 8 Ensure
high performance and high availability of your
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MySQL solution using eﬀective replication and
backup techniques A comprehensive guide to
performing query optimization, security and a
whole host of other administrative tasks in
MySQL 8 Book Description MySQL is one of the
most popular and widely used relational
databases in the world today. The recently
released version 8.0 brings along some major
advancements in the way your MySQL solution
can be administered. This handbook will be your
companion to understand the newly introduced
features in MySQL and how you can leverage
them to design a high-performance MySQL
solution for your organization. This book starts
with a brief introduction to the newly introduced
features in MySQL 8, followed by quickly jumping
onto the crucial administration topics that you
will ﬁnd useful in your day to day work. Topics
such as migrating to MySQL 8, MySQL
benchmarking, achieving high performance by
implementing the indexing techniques, and
optimizing your queries are covered in this book.
liferay-61-administration-guide

You will also learn how to perform replication,
scale your MySQL solution and implement
eﬀective security techniques. A special section
on the common and not so common
troubleshooting techniques for eﬀective MySQL
administration is also covered in this book. By
the end of this highly practical book, you will
have all the knowledge you need to tackle any
problem you might encounter while
administering your MySQL solution. What you will
learn Understanding diﬀerent MySQL 8 data
types based on type of contents and storage
requirements Best practices for optimal use of
features in MySQL 8 Explore globalization
conﬁguration and caching techniques to improve
performance Create custom storage engine as
per system requirements Learn various ways of
index implementation for ﬂash memory storages
Conﬁgure and implement replication along with
approaches to use replication as solution
Understand how to make your MySQL 8 solution
highly available Troubleshoot common issues and
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identify error codes while using MySQL 8 Who
this book is for This book is intended for MySQL
administrators who are looking for a handy guide
covering all the MySQL administration-related
tasks. If you are a DBA looking to get started with
MySQL administration, this book will also help
you. Knowledge of the basic database concepts is
required to get started with this book.
Systems, Software and Services Process
Improvement Xabier Larrucea 2018-08-22 This
volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 25th European Conference on Systems,
Software and Services Process Improvement,
EuroSPI conference, held in Bilbao, Spain, in
September 2018. The 56 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 95 submissions. They are organized in
topical sections on SPI context and agility, SPI
and safety testing, SPI and management issues,
SPI and assessment, SPI and safety critical,
gamifySPI, SPI in industry 4.0, best practices in
implementing traceability, good and bad
liferay-61-administration-guide

practices in improvement, safety and security,
experiences with agile and lean, standards and
assessment models,team skills and diversity
strategies, SPI in medical device industry,
empowering the future infrastructure.
Computational Science and Its Applications
-- ICCSA 2013 Beniamino Murgante 2013-06-22
The ﬁve-volume set LNCS 7971-7975 constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 13th
International Conference on Computational
Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2013, held in
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam in June 2013. The 248
revised papers presented in ﬁve tracks and 33
special sessions and workshops were carefully
reviewed and selected. The 46 papers included in
the ﬁve general tracks are organized in the
following topical sections: computational
methods, algorithms and scientiﬁc applications;
high-performance computing and networks;
geometric modeling, graphics and visualization;
advanced and emerging applications; and
information systems and technologies. The 202
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papers presented in special sessions and
workshops cover a wide range of topics in
computational sciences ranging from
computational science technologies to speciﬁc
areas of computational sciences such as
computer graphics and virtual reality.
Spring 5.0 Projects Nilang Patel 2019-02-28
Discover the latest features of Spring framework
by building robust, fast, and reactive web
applications Key Features Take advantage of all
the features of Spring 5.0 with third party tools to
build a robust back end Secure Spring based web
application using Spring Security framework with
LDAP and OAuth protocol Develop robust and
scalable microservice based applications on
Spring Cloud, using Spring Boot Book Description
Spring makes it easy to create RESTful
applications, merge with social services,
communicate with modern databases, secure
your system, and make your code modular and
easy to test. With the arrival of Spring Boot,
developers can really focus on the code and
liferay-61-administration-guide

deliver great value, with minimal contour. This
book will show you how to build various projects
in Spring 5.0, using its features and third party
tools. We'll start by creating a web application
using Spring MVC, Spring Data, the World Bank
API for some statistics on diﬀerent countries, and
MySQL database. Moving ahead, you'll build a
RESTful web services application using Spring
WebFlux framework. You'll be then taken through
creating a Spring Boot-based simple blog
management system, which uses Elasticsearch
as the data store. Then, you'll use Spring Security
with the LDAP libraries for authenticating users
and create a central authentication and
authorization server using OAuth 2 protocol.
Further, you'll understand how to create Spring
Boot-based monolithic application using JHipster.
Toward the end, we'll create an online book store
with microservice architecture using Spring Cloud
and Netﬂix OSS components, and a task
management system using Spring and Kotlin. By
the end of the book, you'll be able to create
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coherent and ﬂexible real-time web applications
using Spring Framework. What you will learn
Build Spring based application using Bootstrap
template and JQuery Understand the Spring
WebFlux framework and how it uses Reactor
library Interact with Elasticsearch for indexing,
querying, and aggregating data Create a simple
monolithic application using JHipster Use Spring
Security and Spring Security LDAP and OAuth
libraries for Authentication Develop a
microservice-based application with Spring Cloud
and Netﬂix Work on Spring Framework with Kotlin
Who this book is for This book is for competent
Spring developers who wish to understand how
to develop complex yet ﬂexible applications with
Spring. You must have a good knowledge of Java
programming and be familiar with the basics of
Spring.
Designing Digital Work Stefan Oppl
2019-04-30 Combining theory, methodology and
tools, this open access book illustrates how to
guide innovation in today’s digitized business
liferay-61-administration-guide

environment. Highlighting the importance of
human knowledge and experience in
implementing business processes, the authors
take a conceptual perspective to explore the
challenges and issues currently facing
organizations. Subsequent chapters put these
concepts into practice, discussing instruments
that can be used to support the articulation and
alignment of knowledge within work processes. A
timely and comprehensive set of tools and case
studies, this book is essential reading for those
researching innovation and digitization,
organization and business strategy.
Practical Liferay Poornachandra Sarang
2009-07-10 Liferay Portal is the leading opensource enterprise portal framework that uses
Java and Web 2.0 technologies. Web portals often
function as a point of access to information on
the World Wide Web. Web portals, such as
Yahoo!, present information from diverse sources
in a uniﬁed way. Aside from the search engine
standard, web portals oﬀer other services such
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as e–mail, news, stock prices, infotainment, and
various other features. Portals provide a means
for enterprises to supply a consistent look and
feel with access control and procedures for
multiple applications that otherwise would have
been separate entities altogether. So, how do
developers bring existing applications, as well as
integrate content management systems and
search engines, into a portal? And how do
developers get started with the Liferay Portal
engine? In Practical Liferay: Java–based Portal
Applications Development, Dr. Poornachandra
Sarang answers these questions and more. This
book is for those who want to learn how to use
Liferay to develop vertical or company–speciﬁc
web portals and beyond. The book will serve as a
practical guide to learning Liferay and developing
real–world web portals.
Book of Vaadin Marko Grönroos 2011
Liferay Beginner's Guide Robert Chen
2011-12-01 Part of Packt's Beginner's Guide
series, each chapter follows the creation of a
liferay-61-administration-guide

ﬁctional neighbourhood site to demonstrate an
aspect of Liferay portal with practical examples,
screenshots, and step-by-step instructions. All
you need in order to beneﬁt from the Liferay
Beginner's Guide is programming experience. No
prior knowledge of Liferay is required, although
experienced Liferay portal programmers who
need to get up to speed with its latest features
will also ﬁnd this book useful.
Liferay Administrator's Guide, 2nd Edition
Richard Sezov 2008 The Liferay Portal
Administrator's Guide is your complete guide to
installing, integrating, conﬁguring, and
maintaining Liferay Portal. This comprehensive
guide will show you how to install Liferay Portal,
conﬁgure it for your use, and maintain your
Liferay-powered site on a day-to-day basis. From
installing a bundle to conﬁguring a Liferay
cluster, every aspect of running Liferay Portal is
covered. This newly-updated guide is your
roadmap to a successful implementation of
Liferay Portal. Now covering Liferay Portal 5.1
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and below, this book contains the information
you need to keep your portal environment
running smoothly.
Towards Interoperable Research Infrastructures
for Environmental and Earth Sciences Zhiming
Zhao 2020-01-01 This open access book
summarises the latest developments on data
management in the EU H2020 ENVRIplus project,
which brought together more than 20
environmental and Earth science research
infrastructures into a single community. It
provides readers with a systematic overview of
the common challenges faced by research
infrastructures and how a 'reference model
guided engineering approach can be used to
achieve greater interoperability among such
infrastructures in the environmental and Earth
sciences. The 20 contributions in this book are
structured in 5 parts on the design, development,
deployment, operation and use of research
infrastructures. Part one provides an overview of
the state of the art of research infrastructure and
liferay-61-administration-guide

relevant e-Infrastructure technologies, part two
discusses the reference model guided
engineering approach, the third part presents the
software and tools developed for common data
management challenges, the fourth part
demonstrates the software via several use cases,
and the last part discusses the sustainability and
future directions.
Learn OpenXava by example
Liferay Portal Administrator's Guide, 3rd Edition
Richard Sezov 2009 The Liferay Portal
Administrator's Guide is your complete guide to
installing, integrating, conﬁguring, and
maintaining Liferay Portal. This comprehensive
guide will show you how to install Liferay Portal,
conﬁgure it for your use, and maintain your
Liferay-powered site on a day-to-day basis. From
installing a bundle to creating your users; from
managing site security to administering message
boards; from integrating single sign-on to
conﬁguring a Liferay cluster, every aspect of
running Liferay Portal is covered.
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Fractal Apertures in Waveguides, Conducting
Screens and Cavities Basudeb Ghosh 2014-06-12
This book deals with the design and analysis of
fractal apertures in waveguides, conducting
screens and cavities using numerical
electromagnetics and ﬁeld-solvers. The aim is to
obtain design solutions with improved accuracy
for a wide range of applications. To achieve this
goal, a few diverse problems are considered. The
book is organized with adequate space dedicated
for the design and analysis of fractal apertures in
waveguides, conducting screens and cavities,
microwave/millimeter wave applications followed
by detailed case-study problems to infuse better
insight and understanding of the subject. Finally,
summaries and suggestions are given for future
work. Fractal geometries were widely used in
electromagnetics, speciﬁcally for antennas and
frequency selective surfaces (FSS). The selfsimilarity of fractal geometry gives rise to a
multiband response, whereas the space-ﬁlling
nature of the fractal geometries makes it an
liferay-61-administration-guide

eﬃcient element in antenna and FSS unit cell
miniaturization. Until now, no eﬀorts were made
to study the behavior of these fractal geometries
for aperture coupling problems. The aperture
coupling problem is an important boundary value
problem in electromagnetics and used in
waveguide ﬁlters and power dividers, slotted
ground planes, frequency selective surfaces and
metamaterials. The present book is intended to
initiate a study of the characteristics of fractal
apertures in waveguides, conducting screens and
cavities. To perform a uniﬁed analysis of these
entirely dissimilar problems, the “generalized
network formulation of the aperture problems”
by Mautz and Harrington was extended to
multiple-aperture geometry. The authors
consider the problem of coupling between two
arbitrary regions coupled together via multiple
apertures of arbitrary shape. MATLAB codes were
developed for the problems and validated with
the results available in the literature as well as
through simulations on ANSOFT's HFSS.
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Liferay Administrator's Guide Rich Sezov
2008-04-01 The Liferay Portal Administrator's
Guide is your complete guide to installing,
integrating, conﬁguring, and maintaining a
Liferay Portal server. This comprehensive guide
will show you how to bring up a Liferay Portal
server and keep it running. From installing a
bundle to conﬁguring a Liferay cluster, every
aspect of running Liferay Portal is covered.
Professional Sitecore 8 Development Phil
Wicklund 2016-11-18 Structure templates and
content within Sitecore, work with integrated
tools, and leverage its extensive automation
capabilities. Sitecore was recently recognized as
one of the most reputable and reliable,
enterprise-class web content management
solutions (WCMS) available in the marketplace.
Thousands of companies are using Sitecore to
manage their digital experiences online. Because
Sitecore is such a large, complex platform,
developers often have a hard time coming up to
speed, even after completing a Sitecore training
liferay-61-administration-guide

course for developers. However, leveraging the
design patterns and other practices laid out in
this book will make that transition much easier.
Professional Sitecore 8 Development provides a
soup-to-nuts approach for a Sitecore rookie to
come up to speed quickly, as well as provide
more advanced techniques for seasoned
veterans that they may not be exposed to
otherwise. Key coverage areas include: Getting
started with Sitecore development Front-end
development techniques Incorporating design
patterns into your Sitecore solutions Unit testing
Sitecore applications Programming Sitecore’s
marketing capabilities Sitecore automation with
PowerShell Advanced development techniques
What you’ll learn Develop solutions on the
Sitecore platform Come up to speed on Sitecore
without going through a training class Build frontend (HTML, CSS, Angular, etc.) solutions as well
as back-end (C#) solutions on Sitecore
Incorporate design patterns into your Sitecore
solutions Make use of advanced Sitecore
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development techniques Who This Book Is For
The book is a developer’s companion, both front
end and back end developers. The target
audience is both developers who have zero
Sitecore experience, as well as seasoned
veterans looking for advanced best practices. A
secondary audience would be Sitecore
administrators who would beneﬁt from
discussions around performance tuning and
security.
Practical Chemoinformatics Muthukumarasamy
Karthikeyan 2014-05-06 Chemoinformatics is
equipped to impact our life in a big way mainly in
the ﬁelds of chemical, medical and material
sciences. This book is a product of several years
of experience and passion for the subject written
in a simple lucid style to attract the interest of
the student community who wish to master
chemoinformatics as a career. The topics chosen
cover the entire spectrum of chemoinformatics
activities (methods, data and tools). The
algorithms, open source databases, tutorials
liferay-61-administration-guide

supporting theory using standard datasets,
guidelines, questions and do it yourself exercises
will make it valuable to the academic research
community. At the same time every chapter
devotes a section on development of new
software tools relevant for the growing
pharmaceutical, ﬁne chemicals and life sciences
industry. The book is intended to assist beginners
to hone their skills and also constitute an
interesting reading for the experts.
Liferay Portal Systems Development Jonas X.
Yuan 2011-01 This book focuses on teaching by
example. Every chapter provides an overview,
and then dives right into hands-on examples so
you can see and play with the solution in your
own environment. This book is for Java
developers who don't need any prior experience
with Liferay portal. Although Liferay portal makes
heavy use of open source frameworks, no prior
experience of using these is assumed.
Probiotics and Prebiotics in Animal Health
and Food Safety Diana Di Gioia 2018-02-27
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This book discusses the role of probiotics and
prebiotics in maintaining the health status of a
broad range of animal groups used for food
production. It also highlights the use of beneﬁcial
microorganisms as protective agents in animal
derived foods. The book provides essential
information on the characterization and deﬁnition
of probiotics on the basis of recently released
guidelines and reﬂecting the latest trends in
bacterial taxonomy. Last but not least, it
discusses the concept of “dead” probiotics and
their beneﬁts to animal health in detail. The book
will beneﬁt all professors, students, researchers
and practitioners in academia and industry
whose work involves biotechnology, veterinary
sciences or food production.
Management of Art Galleries Magnus Resch
2016-11-14 The art world is tough, the rules are
a mystery, and only the lucky few make money' so how can galleries succeed? What makes a
commercial art gallery successful? How do
galleries get their marketing right? Which
liferay-61-administration-guide

potential customer group is the most attractive?
How best should galleries approach new markets
while still serving their existing audiences? Based
on the results of an anonymous survey sent to
8,000 art dealers in the US, UK, and Germany,
Magnus Resch?s insightful examination of the
business of selling art is a compelling read that is
both aspirational and practical in its approach.
Smartphone and App Implementations that
Improve Productivity Tahir M. Nisar
2019-05-20 The introduction of digital
applications into businesses has revolutionized
the way employees and managers carry out their
jobs while also beneﬁting them socially.
Smartphone and App Implementations that
Improve Productivity looks at the beneﬁts of apps
in the workplace and introduces academic
perspectives that link prospective advantages
with practical commercial examples. The analysis
is structured into chapters that include real world
application while at the same time critically
assess implied beneﬁts of the new app
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technology and draw out the main ﬁndings and
conclusions. Tahir M. Nisar brings into focus the
emerging role of digital applications and big data
in enterprise decision making. Readers will learn
how companies can achieve more eﬃciency and
eﬀectiveness in their business operations
through new types of organizational design
strategies and mechanisms of employee mobility
and work-life balance that draw on digital apps.
Tool-Supported Innovation Management in
Service Ecosystems Christoph Riedl
2011-07-14 Christoph Riedl elaborates
conceptual solutions and tool support for
networked environments. The author draws on
the ﬁelds of new service development and open
innovation, in particular building on online
communities. Based on the design science
paradigm, the author oﬀers guidelines how tool
support for online innovation communities can be
developed.
Big Data – BigData 2018 Francis Y. L. Chin
2018-06-20 This volume constitutes the
liferay-61-administration-guide

proceedings of the 7th International Conference
on BIGDATA 2018, held as Part of SCF 2018 in
Seattle, WA, USA in June 2018. The 22 full papers
together with 10 short papers published in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 97 submissions. They are organized in
topical sections such as Data analysis, data as a
service, services computing, data conversion,
data storage, data centers, dataﬂow
architectures, data compression, data exchange,
data modeling, databases, and data
management.
Cumulated Index Medicus 1998
Scaling Topic Maps Lutz Maicher 2008-08-15 The
papers in this volume were presented at TMRA
2007, the International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, held October
11–12, 2007, in Leipzig, Germany. TMRA 2007
was the third conference in an annual series of
international conferences dedicated to Topic
Maps in science and industry. The motto of TMRA
2007 was “Scaling Topic Maps.” Taken literally
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the motto implies developing Topic Maps
approaches that scale to large data and user
volumes. This is a very real and useful research
problem which is addressed by many of the
contributions to the conference. But there is an
even broader interpretation of the motto: wide
adoption of Topic Maps in academia and industry.
This is an equally important problem, and one
that the TMRA conference series exists to help
solve. And there is a more fanciful view on the
motto. To “scale” can also mean to climb, so for
the attendees the conference provided a way to
“scale the mountain of Topic Maps.” In all these
ways TMRA 2007 helped to scale Topic Maps.
Software Deﬁned Data Center with Red Hat
Cloud and Open Source IT Operations
Management Dino Quintero 2020-11-04 This
IBM® Redbooks® publication delivers a Site
Reliability Engineering (SRE) solution for cloud
workloads that uses Red Hat OpenStack for
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Red Hat
OpenShift for Platform as a Service (PaaS), and IT
liferay-61-administration-guide

operations management that uses open source
tools. Today, customers are no longer living in a
world of licensed software. Curiosity increased
the demand for investigating the Open Source
world for Community Open Source and Enterprise
grade applications. IBM as one of the contributors
to the Open Source community is interested in
helping the software be maintained and
supported. Having companies, such as IBM,
support the evolution of Open Source software
helps to keep the Open Source community
striving for enterprise grade open source
solutions. Lately, companies are working on
deciphering how to take advantage of Enterprise
and Community Open Source to implement in
their enterprises. The business case for open
source software is no longer a mystery and no
surprise that most of the new positions in IT
enterprises are related to open source projects.
The ability of a large enterprise to manage this
sort of implementations is to engage in a
hypertrophied cooperation, where the ability to
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not only cooperate with teams and people
outside your organization, but also to ﬁnd new
ways of working together and devise new ways
to improve the software and its code. A goal for
this publication is to help the client's journey into
the open source space and implement a private
Cloud Container-based architecture with the
ability to manage the entire IT Service
Management processes from the open source
framework. This publication describes the
architecture and implementation details of the
solution. Although not every piece of this solution
is documented here, this book does provide
instructions for what was achieved incorporating
open source technologies. Moreover, with this
publication, the team shares their collaboration
experiences working in a team of technologists,
open source developers, Red Hat, and the open
source community. This publication is for
designers, developers, managers, and anyone
who is considering starting a Cloud open source
project, or users who started that journey. This
liferay-61-administration-guide

book also can be a manual to guide the
implementation of a technical viable architecture
and help those enterprises participate in an open
source project but have not done so before. The
reader must be familiar with principles in
programming and basic software engineering
concepts, such as source code, compilers, and
patches.
A Basic Guide to Exporting Jason Katzman
2011-03-09 Here is practical advice for anyone
who wants to build their business by selling
overseas. The International Trade Administration
covers key topics such as marketing, legal issues,
customs, and more. With real-life examples and a
full index, A Basic Guide to Exporting provides
expert advice and practical solutions to meet all
of your exporting needs.
Using Liferay Portal 6.2 Jr Richard Sezov
2015-01-22 Welcome to the world of Liferay
Portal! This book was written for anyone who has
any part in setting up, using, or maintaining a
web site built on Liferay Portal. What's New:
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Everything from the old book has been updated
to reﬂect the release of Liferay Portal 6.2. There
is also complete coverage of Liferay's new
features, such as web content folders, the
Recycle Bin, Audience Targeting, Application
Display Templates, and more. You'll learn about
Liferay Marketplace as well as the Plugin Security
Manager. Mobile devices are ﬁrst-class citizens in
Liferay Portal 6.2, and we cover how to serve
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sites to mobile devices, using responsive layouts
and mobile device rules. We cover the new, split
Control Panel UI, which is much more convenient,
especially for those who want to grant access to
content functionality, but not administration of
the overall portal. We also cover the
enhancements to staging and the many new
settings for sites, including membership
management, site hierarchies, and more.
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